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Introduction to regional tools for dialogue

� REDD+ for the Guiana Shield provides opportunities for informed regional dialogue

� The project aims to encourage that dialogue by developing several tools
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Communication tools

� Project website : http://reddguianashield.com

� Project forum

� Bimestrial newsletter

� Promotional movie

� Alternatives for carbon compensation



Project website

� Purpose of the project website

� Share with all partners the advancements in the project’s implementation

� Share data produced in the project framework :

� Reports, presentations and pictures from the different activities and meetings

� Collected data

� Tutorials from the trainings when available

A web collaborative platform centralizing all project’s information

� How is it updated?

� Project team time

� Basic interface, easy to handle

� Low maintenance cost (≈ 30 euros/year)

Should the website be maintained after the project’s lifetime? 

Who will manage the website?
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Project forum

� Tool to allow informal regional communication

between all partners…

� Topics related to the activities implemented

(MRV comparative table, Training and Technology

Transfer plan, Tree species study so far)

� Available in different languages, to avoid

translation issues

� … but unsuccessfully so far!

� Do you find it useful?

� Do you have other ways to communicate with

the partners?

� Do you need a virtual space for informal

communication?

� Should it be used more often as a

communication channel?

� Should we keep the forum?
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Bimestrial newsletter
� The newsletter is published every two

months, giving an overview of the recent

activities of the project.

� So far, 6 Newsletters were published, the

7th is under preparation and should be

sent by the end of this month, with a new

layout.

�More than 100 people are receiving the

Newsletter.

�Frequent request from partners in the

region to share their results, make

announcement

Do you find the newsletter useful to 

know what is happening in the 

project and beyond ? 
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Promotional movie

Main objective Promote project activities and enhance partners visibility during those international events

Specific 

objectives

The promotional video should underline :

- Solutions provided by the project to address environmental challenges, such as climate 

change or deforestation ; 

- Partnerships and how those partnerships are serving efficiency and sustainability;

- How populations will directly or indirectly benefit from activities;

- Reproducibility and sustainability of the project. 

Activities 
Make short (4-5 min) promotional videos available in French and English versions.

The video should include short interviews of beneficiaries and key stakeholders. 

� A request from the FFEM, in the perspective of

� World Forestry Congress, Durban (from September 7 until September 11) and

� COP21, Paris (from November 30 until December 11).



Promotional movie – Key messages
1. The Guiana Shield is a rich and unique ecosystem where deforestation has been relatively low,

but facing very challenging issues (mining, high population growth, agricultural, urban and

economic development, etc.). => In this specific context, deforestation dynamics are quite

different from those observed in the rest of Amazonia and require specific treatment, including

to fight against climate change.

2. While obvious (because countries are sharing the same ecosystem and facing the same

problems), cooperation is a challenging issue in the Guiana Shield (including due to languages

obstacles, various administrative status, etc.) => This cooperation requires the development of

a shared vision of the ecosystem and a “working-together” culture.

3. The project provides tools and activities to strengthen national stakeholders while also

allowing and encouraging joint vision and understanding of the ecosystem they share and of

tomorrow challenges for its preservation.

4. The project builds on existing expertise in the region and strengthens it through experience

and good practices sharing, as well as through learning by doing activities.

5. The project creates opportunities and provides means for an effective technical cooperation -

including on issues for which there is strength in unity such as allometric equations - which is

intended to continue through the establishment of a regional expert’s network.



Promotional movie – Next steps

1. Screenplay and narration (voice over) writing

2. Shooting (including interviews) in the framework of the 5th Steering Committee Meeting

(22nd to 25th of June in Paramaribo)

3. Edition of the promotional video by the film director

4. Correction and validation by FFEM and ONFI

Final video available mid August
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Alternatives for carbon compensation

The project commits on compensing its emissions

Available budget for that is 25 000 Euro

Background information to keep in mind:

- 1 tCO2e costs 0.5 to 15 €;

- Price for forest (REDD+ or AR) credits is usually a bit higher (5 to 15€ per tCO2e)

- Total emissions for:

- a return ticket from Cayenne to Paris is about 1.5 tCO2e/passenger

- A return ticket from Paramaribo to Macapa (via Belem) is about 0.70 tCO2e/passenger

- With 25k€ and 10€/tCO2e credits, we can compensate about 1,600 return tickets from Europe to

the region or 3,500 return tickets in the region



Alternatives for carbon compensation

What are the options? NB: some are not exclusive

1. Use all budget to buy carbon credits without specific information on how much the project emit

and with low consideration on projects the credits are bought from

� Pro : maximum level of compensation

� Con : a blind operation, no connection between amount of credits bought and level of emissions to

compensate

2. Hire a consultant to perform a simplified carbon assessment for the project (mostly focusing on

transportation emission line) and propose a strategy on how to compensate it

� Pro : we know what we emitted and we can compensate accordingly

� Con : small part of the budget not dedicated to compensation but to consultancy (see proposal)

3. Buy carbon credits from high quality project(s) we know, with an objective of using those projects

to build our capacities/understanding on carbon compensation projects development

� Pro : confidence on compensation quality, capacity building opportunity

� Con : additional budget and time would be needed



Alternatives for carbon compensation

OPTION 2:

A proposal has been prepared by ONF Andina

� About 13 man-days and 3,900€ are necessary to :

� Review documentation and adapt the methodology (international standard ISO 14064-1, according to

the international known methodology Bilan Carbone®)

� Estimate the emissions

� Finalize a report with recommendation for compensation (including project selection)

� Organize a video-conference presenting and talking about results

OPTION 3:

Based on ONF-Peugeot project in Mato-Grosso (http://reflorestamentoecarbono.com.br/novo/ )

� Transportation cost about 40k€

� Is it worth being paid if “only” 25k€ are spent to compensate emissions?
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